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Abstract

This study was intended to explore the ramifications of industrial unrest of Calicut Employees
association of colleges in Kerala. Three examination questions were figured out to direct the review. A
distinct study research configuration was utilized. The populace contained all Dean of Faculties, Head of
Departments, Heads of various Units and instructors of Calicut Employees association of colleges. A
delineated irregular testing method was utilized, while the example size was 200 (200) respondents;
including seven Faculty Deans, twenty H.O.Ds and one hundred and 73 teachers drawn from different
resources of the University. The instrument for information assortment was an organized poll created by
the analysts. The instrument was comprised of 18 things, with six in every one of the three groups
tending to the separate examination question. The poll was exposed to face and content legitimacy
utilizing three specialists, while a dependability coefficient of 0.78 was acquired utilizing Cronbach
Alpha Reliability Estimate. The instrument was directed by and by the analysts while information was
broke down utilizing mean and standard deviation.
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INTRODUCTION

Throughout the long term, colleges play played predominant parts in the advancement of the entire world
and Kerala specifically. Colleges are typically at the front in fighting sociopolitical cum financial
challenges; particularly with the force of exploration being centered around areas that will advance
human turn of events and tackling existential cultural issues Universities no question, have the wide
vision of filling in as speed setting foundations as far as learning, character building and administration
to humankind with a mission to creating skillful and ingenious alumni of high scholarly norms and
cultural improvement through fitting instructing, research and different administrations to mankind. The
college is the cerebrum box of the country as it gives advanced education that reestablishes to humanity
its mental soundness and expands versatility. Curiously, education is a social decent and in addition to an
item available to be purchased. The arrangement of education is thusly one of the social obligation of
any administration to her residents. Nwajioha (2016) placed that education be it formal or casual
establish the driving force of development, advancement and change of any general public. Hence,
education is viewed as a need for the endurance of man, it recommends advancement of important
information and abilities in a general public, it achieves in the people submitted to it, certain abilities and
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mentalities that are declared helpful and attractive not exclusively to the beneficiary, yet in addition to
the general public. It is anyway crippling and truly amusing that education, the cycle that includes all
over improvement of mental, psychomotor and full of feeling capacity of people towards the progression
of the general public, is for the most part consigned to the foundation in Kerala (Akuh, 2016). There is
no question at all that, for the college framework to work as productively and really true to form, the
partners need to work amicably, in a joint effort with the Calicut Employees association of colleges
(CEUU) and other worker's guilds of colleges; with a reasonable feeling of concentration in accordance
with the vision and mission of laying out ivory tower on the planet and Kerala specifically. It is the
vision and mission that guide the college in its advancement processes as well as its administrations to
the general public. Along these lines, the general public should be in great condition and heavily
influenced by pioneers who comprehend the value of education for the ideal targets to be understood. Be
that as it may, this isn't the worry of the partners in Kerala. Accordingly, CEUU as a worker's guild, to
battle for their privileges, great working circumstances in the colleges and better expectations for
everyday comforts for the majority in the public eye have been participating in relentless strike activities
to squeeze home her.

The activity and countering of the Calicut Employees association of colleges (CEUU) as of late, to the
refractory disposition of the central government towards the past arrangement; states of administration,
compensations and recompenses, sufficient subsidizing of education as recommended by UNESCO,
University independence, just to make reference to however a couple had prompted continuous industrial
activity by CEUU. Relevantly, CEUU has come about 100% of the time to work of strike if all else fails
to adjust the power among individuals and the public authority while other haggling approaches and
interviews neglected to yield positive outcome. This concurring Ibrahim (2015) infer that the main
language that is to some degree justifiable by progressive organizations in Kerala is strike activity. It is
lamentable anyway that the chaos between the public authority and the CEUU is habitually hauled with
the eventual result of imperiling the accomplishment of our education framework in Kerala with its
negative ramifications on the Calicut accomplishment of the understudies and its multiplier impact on
the general public. Addition it to say that Employees industrial activity in Kerala Universities has turned
into a typical peculiarity with its adverse consequences for the Calicut responsibility and
accomplishment of Kerala understudies (Nwajioha, 2016). However, it should be noticed that the
countering of CEUU to activities and inaction of the public authority isn't narcissistic as frequently
claimed by less educated public; yet induced by the mission to revive the acclaimed fall in Kerala
educational norm. It is hence indisputable that the unremitting disturbances of CEUU is pointed toward
encouraging the satisfactory states of administration which would go quite far in animating invaluable
environment for understudies to achieve the essential educational plan destinations. This study has the
perspective that the solicitation of CEUU if appropriately tended to, would decrease to the barest least if
not to zero level the silly alumni or untaught unskilled people that Kerala tertiary foundations are ending
up being most recent.

Impact of Labour unrest on Kerala n Education Sector
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Work unrest influences the understudies' education plan, the understudies' presentation in their
investigations and examinations. It likewise prompts dissatisfaction among understudies, some of whom
wind up surrendering formal education totally. Work unrest hence energizes school quitters in a nation
where the quantity of out of school kids are now exceptionally high Furthermore, work unrest moves
cerebrum channel and its ramifications: Kerala n younger students or wards going to adjoining nations to
acquire testaments from colleges and schools that are some of the time of less quality than what gets here
in Kerala Equally impacted are educators, including college instructors, some of who either leave for
abroad in journey for greener fields, or leave the education sector completely (even following quite a
while of preparing to work in the education sector).

Once more, the guardians or gatekeepers are not avoided with regards to the pessimistic effect of the
industrial activities; it influences their enthusiastic solidness, complicates their set-plans, and pushes
numerous to shopping schools and scooping their wards starting with one school then onto the next, in
journey for education. Thus, it influences the country in an exceptionally incredible manner, as it blocks
the country's education sector and the country's general advancement the insurance impact is gigantic to
the point that only out and out stoppage of such is required.

Approaches to Maintaining Discipline

Indiscipline could be dealt with using formal and informal systems. In the case of using informal system,
a transfer, an informal warning, or a non-hierarchical status demotion is the remedy to correct
indiscipline. The informal approach is undesirable and creates bitterness and has adverse effects on
employee’s morale and motivation.

1. The human relations approach: It calls for treating an employee as a human being and considers
the totality of his personality and behavior while correcting fault that contribute to indiscipline.
His total personality is considered, as is his interaction with his colleagues, his family
background, etc. and then appropriate punishment for misconduct is awarded.

2. The leadership approach: In this case, every supervisor or manager has to guide, control, train,
develop, lead a group and administer the rules for discipline.

Industrial Unrest

It is relevant to above all else feature strikingly, the significance of industrial relations prior to
conceptualizing industrial unrest; this is on the grounds that industrial unrest in itself is a quality of
industrial relations. In this manner, believed that industrial connection is the example of associations that
exist between worker's guilds (representatives) and businesses. It incorporates every one of the issues
influencing HR as well as the work of the public authority in such HR the board Thus, one can properly
say that industrial unrest happens at whatever point these connections go sore. Industrial unrest,
accordingly, infers any type of activity by workers which is pointed toward driving the businesses to deal
with the requests of the trade guilds (representatives). Consequently, industrial unrests result from a
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clashing interest among businesses and representatives in regard to working circumstances,
compensation requests, the board approaches, and so forth

Essentially, expressed that industrial unrest includes any activity which influences, or is probably going
to influence the terms or condition, regardless of whether communicated or suggested, of a unique
circumstance and which is taken by any part or assortment of laborers (trade guild), for the purpose of
convincing their manager to acknowledge or not to acknowledge terms or states of work as obviously
indicated. Industrial unrest implies questions among representatives and bosses on any ground, which for
the most part bring about strikes, lockouts, and so on that influences the two players in either the short or
since quite a while ago run. Industrial unrest is a trademark property of aggregate haggling specifically
and industrial relations overall. It is the weapon of force in the possession of workers against businesses
which is used at whatever point what is going on requests. Then again, expressed that strike is a
component of industrial unrest which infers a work by representatives to keep work so the business will
make more prominent concessions at the bartering table. They contended that strike is the significant
dealing weapon utilized by the trade guild. In like manner, it is fluctuated from complete strike where the
representatives stop work until the interest for better state of business is met, to plunk down strike where
worker strike yet stay at the working environment. Michael (2004) attested that strikes are the most
politically charged of the multitude of elements of industrial relations. Strikes are time and again a
weapon of first instead of enduring retreat. Nonetheless, trade guilds have perceived that a strike is an
authentic final retreat as a last resort. It is just, a transitory stoppage of work pointed toward compelling
the businesses to acknowledge representatives' requests. The legitimateness of the strike activity
regularly requires endorsement by most of workers presumably by balloting or free confirmation to find
out the greater part support. It requires likewise that the notification of looming strike should be given to
the business ahead of time similarly as the business should for the most part be given the consequence of
the polling form and gave with the last notification to set out on the strike. The strike is the most
apparent and questionable type of aggregate activity in case of a work debate and is regularly considered
to be the final hotel of worker's organizations in quest for their requests.

Labour Union

As per trade guild is an association of representatives that utilizes aggregate activity to propel its
individuals' advantage concerning wages and working circumstances. It is shaped in light of the
conviction that there is strength in solidarity. It might allude essentially as any blend of brief and long-
lasting specialists or representatives, the reason for which is to control the agreements of work of
laborers. Calicut Employees Unions of University (CEUU) is trade guild that impels the nonstop
connection among instructors and the public authority. The connection point of CEUU and her boss
chiefly rotates around arrangement of agreement about pay, renewal, financing of state funded colleges
and different terms and state of work of individuals. Lawal (2013) is of the assessment that the essential
motivation behind trade guild is to advance and safeguard the interest of their individuals. It endeavors to
review the overall influence among businesses and workers. In this unique circumstance, the Calicut
Employees Union of University (CEUU) is on the front burner. CEUU has consistently considered strike
as the last choice that is sufficiently intense to impact government choices to her approval. CEUU and
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Federal Government go head to head has turned into a customary event in late time, such a lot of that the
believability of Calicut exercises and nature of alumni of state funded colleges in Kerala are
exceptionally contestable. Unnecessary to accentuate that the repetitive strike activities by the Calicut
Employees associations of the college have made bunches of harm college life and Kerala n society
overall. Especially, the understudies are generally the more regrettable hit as they are typically impacted
in various ways. This incorporates however isn't restricted to absence of chances to compensate for some
recent setbacks and deficient execution of educational plan Additionally, strike activity renders the two
understudies and speakers sincerely and mentally unsteady similarly as it generally draws out
understudies' Calicut years while the greater part of the understudies wind up missing the Federal
Government obligatory National Youth Service Corps (NYSC) program because of overage.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The following three research questions guided the study:

1. What are the educational implications of CEUU in Kerala?

2. Of what implication is the CEUU strike to the economy of Kerala?

3. What is the implication of CEUU strike to security in Kerala?

METHODOLOGY

A spellbinding study research configuration is embraced in this review. Kpee (2015) composed that an
engaging overview research configuration alluded to one in which information is gathered from an
example of a given populace for depicting the example or pattern of circulation of the components in a
parent populace. This plan as per him manages the agent test of the populace, which might be
comprising of people or things of various properties. The review was directed in Ebonyi State University,
Abakaliki. The populace contained all Dean of Faculties, Head of Departments, Heads of various Units
and instructors of the organization. A separated arbitrary inspecting procedure was utilized, while the
example size was 200 (200) respondents; containing seven Faculty Deans, twenty H.O.Ds and one
hundred and 73 instructors; drawn from different resources of the University. The instrument for
information assortment was an organized survey created by the specialists with the title, "Ramifications
of Industrial Unrest of Calicut Employees Union of Universities Questionnaire (IIUCEUUQ)". The
instrument was comprised of eighteen things, with six things in each bunch that was organized to address
every one of the three examination questions. To guarantee the objectivity and thoroughness of the
instrument, the created survey was exposed to face and content legitimacy utilizing 3 specialists, while
the dependability coefficient of 0.78 was gotten utilizing Cronbach Alpha Reliability Estimate. The
instrument was regulated actually by the five scientists, while the gathered information was dissected
utilizing mean and standard deviation. A mean score of 2.50 comprise a benchmark for acknowledgment
of a thing as agreed assessment of respondents. This infers that things with mean scores of 2.49 and
underneath were considered as regrettable reactions of the respondents.

RESULTS
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Research Question 1:What are the educational implications of CEUU strike in Kerala?

Table 1: Mean ratings of lecturers’ responses on the educational implication of CEUU strike in
Kerala

S/N

ITEM: Educational implication of CEUU Strike in Kerala

Mean SD Decision

1

Incessant CEUU strike constitutes threats to literacy campaign in
Kerala

2.68 0.68 A

2

Prolonged CEUU strike distorts Calicut calendar with its negative
consequences

2.72 0.71 A

3

CEUU strike discourages admission seekers on the basis of time
wastage with itsnegative implication on university enrolment

2.77 0.60 A

4

Incessant CEUU strike breeds haphazard implementation of
curriculum contents inKerala n public universities

3.86 0.53 SA

5

Incessant CEUU strike contributes to turning most students into
certificate seekerswho are mostly deficient in their fields of study.

3.51 0.68 SA

6

CEUU strike contributes to brain drain and mass exodus of lecturers
in search ofmore gainful employments

2.76 0.74 A

Grand Mean = 3.05

A = Agreed; SA = Strongly Agreed

The consequence of information examination on table one shows that the majority of the respondents
addressed certifiably to every one of the six things in that. This is so on the grounds that the mean score
for every one of the things is more prominent than the model mean of 2.50 as laid out in this review. The
great mean score of 3.05 as seen on the table infers that all the six thing proclamations on the table
establish educational ramifications of CEUU in Kerala.

Research Question 2: Of what implication is the CEUUstrike to the economy of Kerala?

Table 2: Mean ratings of lecturers’ responses on the implication of CEUU strike to the economy of
Kerala
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S/N ITEM: Economic Implication of CEUU Strike in Kerala Mean SD Decision

7 Most business outfits in student dominated environment hardly
survive as a result ofincessant industrial disharmony of CEUU

2.83 0.51 A

8 The productivity and economic value of graduates of public
universities in Kerala islowered by incessant industrial unrest of

CEUU

2.66 0.64 A

9

Incessant industrial unrest of CEUU leads to extension of duration of
students inschool in the face of age sensitivity in the Kerala n labour

market 2.78 0.60 A

10

The salaries and allowances of Calicut Employees of universities are
mostly withhold during industrial action with its negative implications

to Employees and their dependents. 3.50 0.43 SA

11 Books and stationeries enterprises and other industries that depend
largely onstudents loose much profit during industrial unrest of

CEUU

2.71 0.58 A

12 Unskilled labourers within university environment are mostly laid off
from theirmeans of survival during industrial unrest of CEUU

3.63 0.54 SA

Grand Mean = 3.02

A = Agreed; SA = Strongly Agreed

As seen on table two, every one of the six things in that have mean scores which are generally more
prominent than the rule mean of 2.50 as laid out in this review. The terrific mean score of 3.02 as seen on
the table further suggests that all the six thing proclamations on the table comprise negative ramifications
of relentless CEUU strikes to the economy of Kerala.

Research Question 3: What is the implication of CEUUstrike on security in Kerala?

Table 3: Mean ratings of lecturers’ responses on implication of CEUU strike on security in Kerala

S/N ITEM: Implication of CEUU Strike on Security in Kerala Mean SD Decision

13 Incessant industrial unrest of CEUU exposes some students to
criminality as resultof idleness

3.86 0.52 SA

14 Students sometimes take to streets to protest their continuous stay at
home with theassociated security risks

2.68 0.73 A
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15 Cases of arm rubbery involving university undergraduates are usually
on theincrease during industrial unrest of CEUU

3.71 0.50 SA

16 Prolonged industrial unrest of CEUU pushes some female students to
prostitutionwith its attended security risks

2.90 0.93 A

17 Incessant industrial unrest of CEUU makes students to be easily
recruited forpoetical motivated violence

3.51 0.68 SA

18 The recent case of EndSARS protest was not totally unconnected to
the 2020 ninemonths industrial unrest of CEUU

2.91 0.54 A

Grand Mean = 3.26

A = Agreed; SA = Strongly Agreed

The aftereffect of the information examination on table three shows that the greater part of the
respondents certifiably paid all due respects to the six thing articulation as contained on the table. This is
so in light of the fact that the mean score for every one of the things is more noteworthy than the basis
mean of 2.50 as laid out in this review. The terrific mean score of 3.26 as seen on the table infers that all
the six thing proclamations on the table are manners by which CEUU strike establish security dangers in
Kerala.

DISCUSSION

The consequences of the review on table 1 showed that every one of the six thing proclamations as
contained in that has a mean score which is more prominent than the basis mean worth of 2.50 as set for
the review. The normal mean score of 3.05 as acquired on said table is likewise more noteworthy than
2.50 benchmark worth of acknowledgment as expressed. This infers that all the six thing proclamations
on the table show the negative educational ramifications of CEUU strike in Kerala . In particular, it was
found that relentless CEUU strike establishes dangers to proficiency crusade in Kerala , contorts Calicut
schedule, deters confirmation searchers, breeds heedless execution of educational plan substance and
adds to transforming most understudies into declaration searchers who are for the most part lacking in
their fields of study and host of other negative educational ramifications. These discoveries concur with
the stand of Eric and Lawal (2013) who regretted that perpetual industrial question among CEUU and
the public authority of Kerala has amusingly made a lot of devastation educational sector in the country,
with its negative multiplier impacts to other sector of the Kerala n society. They contended that perpetual
and regularly drawn out strike of CEUU generally speaking, result to battered Calicut schedule to the
weakness of the understudies that instructors purportedly battle to secure. They further contended that
CEUU strikes result to abbreviated semesters and for the most part represent the superfluous
postponements in the arrival of Admission list for planned understudies of tertiary foundations in Kerala.

Despite the fact that, there are obvious positive educational advancement that are detectable to CEUU
strikes in Kerala , its rehashed events and not unexpected delayed nature are causes of stress to
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understudies, guardians and for sure, all admirers of education in Kerala and past as Calicut exercises for
school year are regularly contorted because of strikes. Hence, Matthew (2016) contended that CEUU
strike is one of the significant reasons for delivering inadequate alumni, who are for the most part
insufficient in their fields of study. This claim is presumably evident since educating and learning is for
the most part suspended for an extensive stretch accordingly representing the for the most part clear
decrease in understudies understanding capacities; and now and again, the information gained during the
learning time frame is even forgotten by certain understudies.

A circumstance like this constantly transforms a few understudies into testament searchers rather than
information searchers with its gone to cultural ills. The concentrate likewise uncovers with a great mean
of 3.02 on table two of this concentrate on that perpetual CEUU strikes has loads of negative
ramifications to the economy of Kerala . In particular, the consequence of the review shows that pay
rates and stipends of Calicut Employees of Universities are for the most part keep during industrial
activity with its suggestions to Employees and their wards; similarly as books and writing supplies
endeavors and different businesses that rely generally upon understudies free a lot of benefit during
industrial unrest of CEUU.

The outcome additionally demonstrates that incompetent workers inside college climate are generally
laid off from their method for endurance during industrial unrest of CEUU and other negative
catastrophe for the economy of Kerala . The above discoveries are in accordance with the perspective on
Okaka (2011) who expressed that the impacts of industrial disharmony, with specific reference to CEUU
strike in Kerala have both miniature and full scale financial ramifications. At the microeconomic level,
the specialists of the associations (CEUU) most times lose their quick compensation and subsequently
their market buying power those outcomes to decrease in government assistance.

Then again, the business whose specialists are protesting loses the association administrations and thus
becomes incapable to meet their commitments and labor supply needs, which constantly influence minor
utility and per capital pay. Additionally, the researcher contended that CEUU strike results to loss of
result of labor and products at the macroeconomic level; while firms that to a great extent subject to
colleges for support are for the most part impacted and their creation dials back or stops. At the since a
long time ago run the general public are important for those that endure the worst part. Unnecessary to
state thusly that an agreeable work environment that guarantees that the specialists' yearnings are
significantly fulfilled and the business' assumptions are somewhat met is extremely fundamental for high
efficiency.

CONCLUSION

The negative ramifications of drawn out CEUU strikes in Kerala are multi-layered and horrendous. A
few researchers have recorded numerous and accentuated the requirement for industrial amicability
among government and CEUU to turn away the disaster on Kerala ns. It is anyway distinguished that
perpetual CEUU strikes in Kerala adversely affect the public authority, guardians, educational
organizations, understudies, and instructors to make reference to yet a couple. By and large, this study
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pivoted the ramifications of the unending strikes on the education, economy, and security sectors of
Kerala.
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